Contort Your Face with Photo Warp by Tonuzaba Entertainment

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android*

Exaggerate facial features to cartoonish caricature with the wildly mind-bending Photo Warp application from Tonuzaba Entertainment. Freshly optimized for Intel® Atom™ Processor-based tablets for Android*, this hilarious app allows users to re-imagine themselves into funhouse simulacrum.

An elegant touch sensitive photo app offers a palette of maneuverable tools include bloat, pinch and twirl for buffing up biceps or stretching eyebrows into bat wings. Brush hardness and size can be adjusted and a reset allows gradual swipes back into original shape. Friends can have hours of comic book creativity with their own features and facial expressions. The interface is a slick and smooth way to turn portraits into witty cartoons that can be saved or easily shared.

Photo Warp Makes Faces Outrageous on Android* Devices

Playfully plasticized faces are outlandishly entertaining on the latest responsive, high-resolution Android* tablets. Portability and super touch capabilities enable users to mold their photos into hyperbolic madness or just embellish a little detail to make an image more pleasing.

Features of Photo Warp for Intel Atom Tablets for Android*

• Crisp, high-resolution Images
• Pinch, Twirl, and Bloat Distortion Options
• Sizable and Resettable Brush to Revert to Original Image
• Easy Storing and Sharing
Fabulist Photos are High Comedy on Android* Tablets

Let the imaginative possibilities run wild with this deliciously elastic from Tonuzaba Entertainment. Once the Photo Warp app is instantly downloaded into versatile Android* tablets, the uproarious activity can go on for hours.

Photo Warp is available for immediate download on Google Play.